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NUT PEOPLE
MATERIALS:
1" dressmaker's straight pins
3" T pins
white glue
florist wire
nuts, acorns, buckeyes,
walnuts, hemlock and
pine cones

drill
clear plastic fish line
acrylic paint

TO MAKE:
Choose a pine cone or buckeye to form an appropriate
sized body. Attach arms and legs by either pushing a T pin
through soft hemlock cones or nuts and pinning this row of nuts
to the body, or stringing florist wire through holes already drilled
in acorns. The T in the T pins will keep the hemlock cones on, or
you may bend the end of the florist wire so the nuts do not drop
off. The figure's head-consisting of a walnut, acorn, buckeye, etc.-is attached by sticking a T pin
through it and pinning it to the body. Glue may be used to help hold the head in place. Ears or nose
may-be~-pinnirlg hemlock cones or small iK.QmS to the he.ivit. (The~rilW&~
the nut is too hard to push a pin through.) The face may be painted with acrylic paint, and halves of
walnuts or pieces of pine cones can be glued on for hats. Nut people can be hung from clear plastic
fish line or florist wire.

SOAP SNOWFLAKE
TO MAKE:
Soak bath-size bar of soap in water for approximately one hour to keep bar from cracking.
Remove from water and let dty overnight. Trace
snowflake design onto top of bar and carve away
unwanted soap. Carefully push wire into carved
piece. If desired, various patterns may be painted
onto the snowflake to enhance the design.

MATERIALS:

bar of soap
knife
hook
wire
actylic paint

COOKIE CUTTER
TREE TOYS
MATERIALS:
1" dressmaker's straight pins
colored thread
sewing needle
scissors or pinking shears
cookie cutters
construction paper
pencil
fabric: cotton, calico, felt, wool fiberfill, shredded
stockings or light-weight filler
colored yam
buttons

TO MAKE:
Trace cookie cutter or draw figure of your own
onto construction paper. Cut out figure and pin to two
pieces of fabric with wrong sides of fabric facing inward.
Cut out fabric along lines of paper model with scissors
or pinking shears.
Method 1: Sew right sides together stitching around edges W' from border leaving a space of 1"
to insert stuffing. After trimming edges, tum the fabric so that right sides are out and stuff with fiberfill,
stockings or light-weight filler. Stitch up stuffing hole. Add eyes (buttons may be used), taU, wings or
mane USii1g scraps Of ratmc or yam. Sew on thread loop--rorbangmg ornament.
Method II: Place right sides of the fabric facing outward, and stitch around edges leaving%"
border. Leave 1" space for stuffing. Stuff with fiberfiU, shredded stockings, or light-weight filler. Sew up
hole; add eyes and other decorations. Add thread hanging loop This is a faster method; however,
pinking shears must be used in the original cutting of the fabric as these edges are exposed.

PAPER
SILHOUETTES
MATERIALS:

colored construction paper
pencil
scissors
TO MAKE:
Decide upon a figure to be made. It may
be a string of animals, such as bears or elephants, or a set of figures, such as angels or
snowmen. Fold the construction paper into
several layers wide enough to accomodate the
figure and thick enough to make the chain a
desired length.
Trace the chosen shape onto the folded
paper; then cut it out being careful to leave a
segment of the folded area on each side of the
"Shept! inmct:- If the fold! are -cut throt:tghentirely, the figures wiD not form a chain but will
instead be separate and unattached to one
another.
After cutting is complete, open the paper
figures to find a chain to surround the tree
limbs!

CLOTHESPIN CARDINAL
RED FELT WING
(2 pieces)

MATERIALS:
(3 pieces)

BLACK FELT
MASK (2)

.....

felt- red, green and black
cotton or fiberfill
3"~elo~

white glue
black glass beads
sewing needle
thread
scissors
1'' dressmaker's straight pins
pencil

BOTTOM OF BODY (1 piece)
TO MAKE:
Trace pattern onto colored felt with pencil. Cut out felt
pieces. Assemble pieces into body shape; sew around edges
of cardinal' s body leaving 1" space at bottom open. Stuff bird
with cotton or fiberfill; close 1" opening. Sew red felt base onto
bottom of bird. Glue three green felt leaves to top of 3" pinch clothespin. Glue stuffed bird to top of
leaves. Glue or sew black glass beads on for eyes, or use tiny squares of black felt for eyes. Attach
clothespin to tree.
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